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Abstract: The perovskite-type oxide Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ (BSCF) is known as a highly active
and stable oxygen evolution reaction (OER) electrocatalyst composited out of non-noble metals.
The possibility of using the scalable flame spray synthesis (FSS) technique for the production of
BSCF nanoparticles intensified the interest in this material for a future application in an alkaline
water electrolyzer. A possible scale-up would require the optimization of the synthesis parameters
to maximize the production rate. To further understand the influence of the synthesis parameters
of the tunable FSS on the OER activity of BSCF, a systematic study was carried out by producing
BSCF with different total metal concentrations (CTM), flow rates of the precursor solution (FRPS)
and of the dispersion gas (FRDG). This study reveals that all three parameters have a direct
impact on the OER activity of BSCF—measured in a rotating disc electrode (RDE) setup—due
to the controllability of the initial Co and Fe oxidation state—indicated by X-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS) measurements—and with that also of the oxygen vacancy concentration in
the as-synthesized BSCF. This controllability enables the optimization of the OER activity of BSCF
and emphasizes the importance of having Co in a lower initial oxidation state for reaching a high
electrocatalytic performance.

Keywords: alkaline water electrolyzer; water splitting; oxygen evolution reaction; perovskite-type
oxide; flame spray synthesis; rotating disc electrode; X-ray absorption spectroscopy; Co K-edge;
oxygen vacancy; oxy(hydroxide)

1. Introduction

One of the biggest challenges of this century—the replacement of the 89% share of the world
primary energy consumption based on non-renewable energy sources [1]—requests for efficient energy
storage technologies to equilibrate the supply and demand of renewables. Despite the tremendous
research effort in recent decades, no golden path solution has been presented to date, indicating
that a combination of technologies specialized for different time- and size scales are required for
solving this challenge. A possible part of a worldwide solution for the long-term and large-scale
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storage of renewable produced surplus electricity is the so-called “Hydrogen Economy” [2]. In such an
economy, hydrogen (H2) acts as an energy vector [3] which is synthesized with renewable produced
surplus electricity mainly via water electrolysis [4,5]. Therefore, the development of highly efficient
electrolyzers is needed to be cost-competitive. The oxygen evolution reaction (OER)—the reaction
at the anode of an electrolyzer—is one of the main reasons for the limited efficiency of this energy
conversion device [6]. Improvements in electrocatalysts are required to minimize the overpotential
of the OER and hence increase the overall efficiency, resulting in the low-cost production of H2.
The ideal electrocatalysts combine not only high activity and stability, but should also be produced with
inexpensive precursors and a scalable synthesis technique [7]. One promising candidate that can fulfil
these demanding requirements is flame spray synthesized Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ (BSCF)—a member
of the perovskite-type oxide family (ABO3) [8–10]. BSCF shows not only a promising activity [8–14]
and stability [8–10] in a rotating disc electrode (RDE) setup but also in an alkaline exchange membrane
water electrolysis cell [8,9]. Moreover, the performance of BSCF does not originate from expensive
noble metals such as iridium, ruthenium or platinum and can be produced with the scalable flame spray
synthesis (FSS) technique—a well-known method for industrial manufacturing [15,16] of, e.g., carbon
black [17] or Co-based nanomaterials [18,19].

Generally, perovskite-type oxides such as BSCF are produced with the so-called sol-gel [14,20–24]
or co-precipitation method [14,25,26]. Both synthesis routes have a significant disadvantage as both
the sol-gel [9] and co-precipitation method [26] produce particles in the µm range. FSS is able to
overcome this limitation by producing BSCF as nanoparticles with a scalable method [27]. However,
the successful synthesis of low-cost BSCF required significant changes in the standard approach for
FSS of perovskite-type oxide nanoparticles [27]. This standard approach includes the dissolution
of metal-organic precursors in an organic solvent and then the combustion in a methane flame [28].
A disadvantage of this approach is how expensive metal-organic precursors are compared to nitrates,
the most cost-effective metal precursors [29]. This aspect hinders the low-cost FSS of BSCF, especially
because the precursors are in general the main cost driver (>50%) in a large-scale FSS nanoparticle
production (100 t·year−1) [30]. The use of nitrates as an inexpensive alternative is limited in this
standard approach due to its relative low volatility as well as solubility in organic solvents [27].
Therefore, aqueous solutions are needed to increase the solubility of nitrates, which is necessary for a
high production rate—an important parameter for a scale-up. These aqueous-based precursor solutions
contain a larger share of non-combustible solvents such as water, effecting a decrease in the flame
temperature due to the cooling effects during vaporization of these non-combustible components.
This decrease in the flame temperature hinders the successful synthesis of the desired metal oxides [27].
Thus, a higher flame temperature is needed, which can be delivered with acetylene, since this fuel
has a much higher energy density than a methane or propane flame [27]. In summary, the standard
approach was changed from metal-organic to nitrate precursors, from organic to aqueous solvents and
from a methane to an acetylene flame for a successful FSS of low-cost BSCF nanoparticles with a high
specific surface area [27]. All these changes request a renewed systematic study on the optimization of
the synthesis parameters to further understand their influence in this new FSS approach on BSCF with
the perspective of using this material as an OER electrocatalyst in an alkaline water electrolyzer.

BSCF is produced for this purpose under different conditions by varying the three investigated
synthesis parameters—the total metal concentration (CTM), the flow rate of the precursor solution
(FRPS) and of the dispersion gas (FRDG). This study reveals that all three parameters have a significant
influence on the OER activity of BSCF, as shown in RDE measurements. X-ray absorption spectroscopy
(XAS) measurements elucidate that the main reason for this strong influence lies in the controllability
of the initial Co and Fe oxidation state in the as-synthesized BSCF batches through these synthesis
parameters. An overlapping trend between the OER activity and the initial Co oxidation state is
observed by reaching higher OER activity with a lower Co oxidation state produced with a lower CTM,
a higher FRPS and a lower FRDG. Therefore, the most OER active BSCF has Co, and to a smaller extent
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Fe, in a lower initial oxidation state. This then accommodates a higher oxygen vacancy concentration
in the BSCF.

2. Results

The effect of three flame spray synthesis (FSS) parameters was investigated on the properties of
Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ (BSCF) as oxygen evolution reaction (OER) electrocatalyst. The three synthesis
parameters of interest were the total metal concentration (CTM) in the precursor solution, the flow rate
of the precursor solution (FRPS) and the flow rate of the dispersion gas (FRDG). An overview of the FSS
setup and the assigned parameters is shown in Scheme 1. A more detailed description of the setup is
published in reference [27].

Scheme 1. Process flow diagram of the used flame spray synthesis (FSS) setup to indicate the three
investigated synthesis parameters—total metal concentration (CTM) in the precursor solution, flow rate
of the precursor solution (FRPS) and flow rate of the dispersion gas (FRDG).

The total metal concentration (CTM) is given as the sum of the concentration of all metal ions
(Ba, Sr, Co and Fe) in the precursor solution. The flow rate of the precursor solution (FRPS) determines
how fast the precursor solution is injected into the flame and the flow rate of the dispersion gas (FRDG)
determines how fast the dispersion gas (O2) is injected into flame. The dispersion gas is used in an FSS
setup to form precursor solution droplets while entering the flame.

To investigate the effects of these three synthesis parameters on the synthesized BSCFs, one of
these parameters was varied for different syntheses while holding the two other parameters constant
in each of these syntheses. Finally, three different BSCF batches were produced for each synthesis
parameter with one in common, resulting in seven different BSCF batches in total. The used values for
each synthesis are summarized in Table 1.

The physical and structural features of all synthesized BSCF batches were analyzed with
transmission electron microcopy (TEM). A representative TEM image of the common BSCF batch
(CTM = 0.1 M, FRPS = 50 mL·min−1 and FRDG = 25 L·min−1)—the batch which is in common for all
three synthesis parameter investigations—is shown in Figure 1 as exemplary for all BSCF batches.
TEM images reveal roughly a particle size distribution between 5 and 15 nm. However, beside the
small nanoparticles were bigger particles (~50 nm) visible in other TEM images for all synthesized
BSCF batches as depicted in Figure S1 in the Supplementary Materials.

Furthermore, all BSCF batches were characterized with powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) and the
specific surface area (SSA) was determined by applying the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller theory (BET) on
N2 adsorption isotherms. The electrochemical analysis included the measurement of the OER activity
and the oxidation state of Co and Fe in the as-synthesized BSCF batches were identified with X-ray
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absorption spectroscopy (XAS). In the following, the results are presented separately for each synthesis
parameter in order of appearance during the synthesis.

Table 1. Summary of the condition variations for the Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ (BSCF) production
to investigate the three flame spray synthesis parameters—total metal concentration (CTM) in the
precursor solution measured in mol·L−1 or M, flow rate of the precursor solution (FRPS) measured in
mL·min−1 and flow rate of the dispersion gas (FRDG) measured in L·min−1. The results of the effect of
each parameter on BSCF are presented in Sections 2.1–2.3.

Synthesis Parameters 2.1. CTM 2.2. FRPS 2.3. FRDG

CTM/M 0.1 1, 0.2 or 0.3 0.1 0.1
FRPS/mL·min−1 50 50 1, 30 or 10 50
FRDG/L·min−1 25 25 25 1, 35 or 45

1 Same BSCF batch, and thus three BSCF batches for each parameter with one in common (seven in total).

Figure 1. Representative transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of the common BSCF batch
(CTM = 0.1 M, FRPS = 50 mL·min−1 and FRDG = 25 L·min−1)—the batch which is in common for all
three synthesis parameter investigations—as an example for all BSCF batches. The particle size ranges
roughly between 5 and 15 nm.

2.1. Total Metal Concentration CTM

Figure 2 shows the XRD patterns, the SSABET, the Tafel plot and the Co K-edge X-ray absorption
near edge spectroscopy (XANES) spectra of the three BSCF batches produced with different CTM of 0.1,
0.2 and 0.3 M while keeping the stoichiometry of the metals in Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ for all three
syntheses constant (FRPS = 50 mL·min−1 and FRDG = 25 L·min−1).

The XRD patterns (Figure 2a) of the three BSCF batches look very similar and reveal a marginal
influence of the CTM as synthesis parameter on the crystallinity of BSCF. Overall, the XRD patterns show
the characteristic peaks—primary and secondary phases—for flame-spray-synthesized BSCF [8–10].
The peaks associated with BSCF—the primary phase—overlap well with the reference (H ICSD:
185122). For a more detailed analysis of the FSS typical secondary phases, refer to Section S2 in the
Supplementary Materials. The SSABET of the BSCF batches (Figure 2b) are all within the error of the
measurements (∆SSABET < 1 m2

·g−1) and hence show no significant dependence on CTM. The Tafel
plot (Figure 2c) reveals significantly higher OER activity (higher mass normalized current J at the same
potential (EIR-free) or lower EIR-free at the same J) with decreasing CTM. The Tafel slope is marginally
higher for 0.2 and 0.3 M compared to 0.1 M, possibly indicating a slightly different OER mechanism.
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The Co K-edge XANES spectra (Figure 2d) indicates a clear trend towards lower oxidation state
(shift in the Co K-edge towards lower energy at the same normalized intensity) in the as-synthesized
BSCF batches with decreasing CTM. The Co oxidation state in all three cases is between +2 and +2.67,
as deciphered from comparing the relative energy position of the sample spectra to the standards
(CoO and Co3O4). The insignificant difference in the position of the well aligned Co K-edge XANES
spectra of the Co reference foil (Figure S3)—measured simultaneously with the samples—show that
the observed shifts (Figure 2d) are indeed related to the change in CTM as a synthesis parameter.
The same trend is visible for the Fe K-edge (Figure S4a), but to a much smaller extent. The existence
and measurability of the small Fe K-edge trend can be verified by comparing it with the simultaneously
measured and aligned reference foil spectra (Figure S4d). The aligned reference foil spectra do not show
any energy shift at the same normalized intensity, which confirms that the small Fe K-edge trend in the
sample spectra does not originate from any misalignment. The Fe oxidation state in BSCF is, for all
three cases, around +3, as based on its relative position compared to the standards (FeO and Fe2O3).

Figure 2. Summary of the influence of the total metal concentration (CTM) in the range of 0.1 (— or •),
0.2 (— or •) and 0.3 M (— or •) on flame spray synthesized Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ (BSCF): (a) Powder
X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns (H ICSD reference of BSCF: 185122); (b) Specific surface areas calculated
with the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller equation (SSABET); (c) Tafel plot of the oxygen evolution reaction (OER)
activities with linear fit (dotted line); (d) Co K-edge X-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy (XANES)
spectra of the as-synthesized BSCF batches (standards: CoO (– –) and Co3O4 (– • –)). For all cases: Flow
rate of the precursor solution (FRPS) = 50 mL·min−1 and dispersion gas (FRDG) = 25 L·min−1.
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2.2. Flow Rate of the Precursor Solution FRPS

The summary of the analysis for the three BSCF batches produced with different FRPS of 50, 30 and
10 mL·min−1 (FRDG = 25 L·min−1 and CTM = 0.1 M) is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Summary of the influence of the flow rate of the precursor solution (FRPS) in the range of 50
(— or •), 30 (— or •) and 10 mL·min−1 (— or •) on flame spray synthesized BSCF: (a) Powder XRD
patterns (H ICSD reference of BSCF: 185122); (b) SSABET; (c) Tafel plot of the OER activities with linear
fit (dotted line); (d) Co K-edge XANES spectra of the as-synthesized BSCF batches (standards: CoO
(– –) and Co3O4 (– • –)). For all cases: FRDG = 25 L·min−1 and CTM = 0.1 M.

FRPS as synthesis parameter has a negligible influence on the crystalline phase of BSCF (Figure 3a).
However, the secondary phases are partially enhanced with increasing FRPS, especially the ones
which are associated most likely to Ba- and Sr-based carbonates and nitrates at low 2θ angles
(Figure S2). A higher FRPS leads to a significant decrease in the SSABET (Figure 3b) which is well
known for flame-spray-synthesized BSCF [27] or non-BSCF materials [16,28,31,32]. The FRPS has a
strong influence on the OER activity, resulting in a BSCF with a higher electrocatalytic activity when
produced with a higher FRPS (Figure 3c). In different words, the higher the powder production rate,
the higher the OER activity of BSCF—an outstanding result for a possible scale-up. Slightly lower
Tafel slopes are observed when the FRPS is increased. The initial Co oxidation state—accessible with
the XANES spectra at the Co K-edge (Figure 3d)—is lower in BSCF produced with a higher FRPS.
The relative position of the XANES of the samples compared to the standards show that the BSCF
produced with the lowest FRPS (10 mL·min−1) has a oxidation state clearly above +2.67, while the two
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others are between +2 and +2.67, indicating an unequivocal difference in Co oxidation state among
these samples (compare shifts in Figure 3d and Figure S3). The Fe K-edge shows the same trend but
has a smaller shift (Figure S4b) and the oxidation state is around +3 as the Fe2O3 standard.

2.3. Flow Rate of the Dispersion Gas FRDG

Figure 4 presents the summary of the analysis of BSCF produced with different FRDG of 25, 35 and
45 L·min−1 (FRPS = 50 mL·min−1 and CTM = 0.1 M).

Figure 4. Summary of the influence of the flow rate of the dispersion gas (FRDG) in the range of 25
(— or •), 35 (— or •) and 45 L·min−1 (— or •) on flame spray synthesized BSCF: (a) Powder XRD
patterns (H ICSD reference of BSCF: 185122); (b) SSABET; (c) Tafel plot of the OER activities with linear
fit (dotted line); (d) Co K-edge XANES spectra of the as-synthesized BSCF batches (standards: CoO
(– –) and Co3O4 (– • –)). For all cases: FRPS = 50 mL·min−1 and CTM = 0.1 M.

The crystalline BSCF phase is, in all three cases, similar (Figure 4a). Several secondary phases
are slightly enhanced when BSCF is produced with a lower FRDG. These enhanced secondary phases
are located in the XRD patterns at low 2θ angles and are most likely associated to Ba- and Sr-based
carbonates and nitrates (Figure S2). A lower FRDG produces in general materials with a lower
SSABET [16,31–34], and BSCF is not an exception here (Figure 4b). This parameter has a strong influence
on the OER activity of BSCF (Figure 4c). Higher mass normalized currents J at the same potential
EIR-free and slightly smaller Tafel slopes are measured for BSCF that was produced with a lower FRDG.
The XANES at the Co K-edge indicate that the initial Co oxidation state is, in all three cases, between +2
and +2.67 while having a trend towards lower Co oxidation state when BSCF is produced with a lower
FRDG (Figure 4d). The Fe K-edge indicates an oxidation state around +3 in all three cases (Figure S4c)
but showing a visible trend of a decreasing Fe oxidation state with decreasing FRDG.
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3. Discussion

TEM images in Figure 1 show the successful FSS of nanoparticles with a size distribution between 5
and 15 nm as known for BSCF [8–10]. These particles are most likely formed in the flame by evaporation
(vaporization), nucleation and coagulation in the so-called gas-to-particle conversion [29,35]. However,
larger particles (~50 nm) are also viewed as depicted in Figure S1. The origin of these larger particles
is related to the nitrate precursors used for the synthesis and they are possibly formed through
precipitation in the so-called droplet-to-particle conversion [29,35].

The three synthesis parameters do not have a significant influence on the crystallinity of BSCF but
they have an impact on the secondary phases, especially the two flow rate parameters—FRPS and FRDG

(Figures 2a, 3a and 4a). A higher FRPS and a lower FRDG increases the secondary phases, particularly the
Ba- and Sr-based carbonates and nitrates. These findings can be explained considering the mechanism
of the nanoparticle (primary phase) and secondary phase formation. The FSS mechanism can be
separated in the following five steps: (1) precursor solution vaporization and combustion, (2) metal
vapor formation, (3) metal oxide nanoparticles formation, (4) sintering and coalescence processes and
(5) aggregation [28,35–37]. Secondary phase formation is possible due to parasitic side reactions along
all reaction steps. A possible pathway for the formation of carbonates and nitrates starts with the
precipitation of the metal nitrate precursors, particularly for barium nitrate, which has a relatively low
solubility [27]. These precipitates decompose then in the flame to oxides [38] which can easily take up
CO2 and form carbonates at elevated temperatures at the cooling phase of the flame or in the exhaust
gas [27]. The above-described five-step FSS mechanism for the nanoparticle formation occurs when the
precursor solution is constituted by (mainly) organic solvents. However, in this study the precursor
solution for all syntheses is mainly water-based and just 25 vol% is organic (refer to Section 4.1. Material
Synthesis). This has a significant influence on the (1) precursor solution vaporization and combustion
step of the nanoparticle formation mechanism. Vaporization will be more dominant than combustion
for a mainly water-based precursor solution which enhances the probability of metal ion precipitation
in the droplet as hydroxide, carbonate or nitrate. These precipitates will then decompose (or not),
while forming the desired nanoparticle (or a secondary phase). The direct influence of FRPS and
FRDG—to a smaller extent, also CTM—on the secondary phase formation indicates that these synthesis
parameters play a role in the above-mentioned processes. Indeed, the trends—favoring precipitation
during the dominant vaporization phenomenon and thus the secondary phase formation—are obtained
with a higher CTM, a higher FRPS and a lower FRDG. The first parameter increases the probability of
metal ion precipitation and the last two increase the droplet size of the precursor solution in the flame,
meaning that not all will fully decompose, which then leads to secondary phase formation.

The observed SSBET trends can be explained with the help of the FSS theory. It is well known
and documented that a higher FRPS and lower FRDG produce nanoparticles with a smaller SSABET,

while the CTM has only a marginal influence on the SSABET for the used concentration range and
production rates [16,27,28,31–34]. An important parameter that can describe this behavior is the
high-temperature particle residence time (HTPRT) which determines the morphology and properties
of flame-spray-synthesized materials [16]. A longer HTPRT extends the (4) particle sintering and
coalescence step in the FSS, resulting in the production of larger particles [16,31]. The HTPRT is directly
controlled by the FRPS and FRDG while the CTM has a minor influence. A higher FRPS increases the size
of the flame and thus increases the HTPRT [16,31] while, in contrast, a higher FRDG dilutes the flame
and thus decreases the HTPRT [16,31–34]. This consideration can fully describe the SSABET trends
observed for all BSCF batches (Figures 2b, 3b and 4b). An additional effect is the formation of secondary
phases which can pronounce the SSABET trends even more. The XRD patterns (Figures 2a, 3a and 4a)
indicate that BSCF batches with a lower SSABET have also more secondary phases. This could be
explained by the fact that secondary phases can theoretically form larger particles, as seen in Figure S1,
leading to a smaller SSABET, a value which is always an average over all produced particles.

In summary, the changes in the XRD patterns and the SSABET trends as a function of the three
parameters are fully understandable and can also be expected based on FSS theory. Not expected were
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the OER activity trends observed for these three synthesis parameters (Figures 2c, 3c and 4c) based on
the findings in XRD and SSABET. BSCF has a higher OER activity when produced with a lower CTM,
a higher FRPS or a lower FRDG. First, the variation in the CTM did not affect the XRD patterns and
SSABET of BSCF but has a significant influence on the OER activity. Second, the exact opposite OER
activity trend was expected for the BSCF series produced with different FRPS and FRDG based on the
influence seen in the secondary phase formation (XRD) and in the surface area (SSABET). In theory,
BSCF with the lowest number of secondary phases and highest SSABET—produced with a low FRPS

or high FRDG—should have the highest OER activity. In fact, Ba- and Sr-based carbonate and nitrate
secondary phases are not OER active and they will most likely be washed away once in contact with
the electrolyte [10]. Furthermore, OER is a surface specific reaction, meaning that a higher activity is
expected for an electrocatalyst with a higher surface area. However, the highest OER active BSCF was
produced with a high FRPS and a low FRDG and thus with a higher number of secondary phases and
with a lower SSABET. Therefore, a piece is still missing for the explanation of the OER activity trends.

This missing piece can be found when considering the Co K-edge XANES spectra
(Figures 2d, 3d and 4d). There is a clear match between the trends for the initial Co oxidation state and
the OER activity (Figures 2c, 3c and 4c)—BSCF with Co cations in a lower oxidation state has a higher
OER activity. The same holds true, to a smaller extent, for Fe (Figure S4a–c), since the trend in the
initial Fe oxidation state is the same but the shifts in the Fe-K edge are smaller compared to those
measured for the Co K-edge. This match in these trends has already been observed for BSCF [8–13]
or non-BSCF perovskite-type oxides [8–10,13,39], but this is the first time that it is shown that the
initial Co oxidation state in BSCF—and, with that, its OER activity—can be directly tuned by changing
synthesis parameters. The reason for this connection between Co oxidation state in BSCF and its OER
activity lies in the concentration of oxygen vacancies [8]. BSCF [40–46] or perovskite-type oxides in
general [47–50] have a great ability to accommodate oxygen vacancies. The occurrence of oxygen
vacancies in a perovskite-type oxide requires at least one of the two charge compensation possibilities
on the A- and B-site cations. Charge neutralization within this oxide is achieved either by the formation
of A- and/or B-site deficiencies or by the partial reduction in the A- and/or B-site cations. The observed
decrease in the Co oxidation state of BSCF produced with a lower CTM, a higher FRPS and a lower
FRDG has to be charge-compensated with an increase in the oxidation state of another metal—most
likely Fe—and/or with the formation of oxygen vacancies. Based on that fact, that the BSCF with a
more reduced Co (Figures 2d, 3d and 4d) also incorporates Fe with a slightly lower oxidation state
(Figure S4a–c) indicates that Fe does not act here as charge compensator. Therefore, the oxygen vacancy
concentration remains a plausible option for the charge compensation of the strongly reduced Co.
This concept can be exemplary visualized in a reaction equation written in the Kröger-Vink notation as

4Co×Co + 2O×O → 4Co′Co + 2v••O + O2(g) ↑ (1)

where four Co+3 atoms are reduced to Co+2 while releasing one O2 molecule and forming two oxygen
vacancies [45]. In summary, the more OER active BSCF (Figures 2c, 3c and 4c) has Co, and partially Fe,
in a lower initial oxidation state while accommodating more oxygen vacancies. The BSCF with a higher
number of oxygen vacancies—produced with a lower CTM, a higher FRPS and a lower FRDG—can then
interact with the electrolyte and form, over a lattice OER (LOER)/OER process [6], to a greater extent,
a self-assembled and superficial oxy(hydroxide) layer, the real active site of BSCF, as discussed in detail
in reference [8].

The remaining question is why do these synthesis parameters have a direct influence on the
Co, and partially Fe, oxidation state, and thus on the oxygen vacancy concentration? First of all,
the properties of BSCF depend on two important parameters—the temperature and the oxygen
partial pressure during the synthesis [41,42,45,46]. The Co oxidation state decreases, and thus the
oxygen vacancy concentration increases in BSCF at higher temperatures and at lower oxygen partial
pressures [41,42,45,46]. Both aspects play an important role during the FSS. The temperature and
reaction time—the time when the particles are exposed to the high temperature in the flame—depends
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again on HTPRT. The particles remain for a longer time in the high-temperature regions of the flame
with a longer HTPRT—reached with a higher FRPS [16,31] and a lower FRDG [16,31–34]—leading to the
production of a more oxygen-deficient BSCF with Co, and partially Fe, in a lower oxidation state. It is
notable that the increase in the FRPS increases not only the size of the flame but also the speed of the
materials within the flame. A higher HTPRT is mainly reached with a higher FRPS because the volume
of the flame is over-proportionally increased compared to the speed of the materials, as nicely depicted
in reference [31]. The CTM can also have a direct impact on the flame temperature. A lower CTM always
increases the heat input per metal ion, which can lead then to the production of BSCF with a lower Co
oxidation state and with a higher oxygen vacancy concentration. The oxygen partial pressure in the
flame is most likely directly dependent on the FRDG, since pure oxygen was used as a dispersion gas
(refer to Section 4.1 Material Synthesis). Therefore, a lower FRDG would then lead to a lower partial
pressure in the flame, thus producing also an oxygen-deficient BSCF with Co, and partially Fe, in a
lower oxidation state.

At this point, it is important to mention that the dependence of the Co oxidation state, and thus
the oxygen vacancy concentration, in BSCF, from the parameters’ temperature and oxygen partial
pressure, was revealed in the literature in so-called in situ experiments [41,42,45,46]. In comparison
to that, all experiments in this study were performed ex situ, meaning that the BSCF batches were
not characterized while being in the flame but after they were cooled down to room temperature and
under atmospheric pressure. Nevertheless, different properties regarding the Co and Fe oxidation state,
and thus of the oxygen vacancy concentration in BSCF, were elucidated in these ex situ measurements.
Therefore, the different flame conditions—set with the three synthesis parameters—lead to changes in
the properties of the synthesized BSCF which are partially irreversible and thus measureable in the
performed ex situ measurements at room temperature and under atmospheric pressure. This partial
irreversibility of the Co oxidation state and thus the oxygen vacancy concentration in BSCF was already
observed in reference [46], where a different oxidation state was measured at 300 K before and after a
heating step to 1073 K. This means that the lower Co oxidation state reached at higher temperature
(1073 K) was partially maintained even though the sample was cooled down back to room temperature.
In conclusion, it justified to use in situ results from literature—at high-temperature and low-oxygen
partial pressures—to explain, in this study, the properties of BSCF measured ex situ—at room
temperature and under atmospheric pressure. Moreover, the temperature in an acetylene/oxygen
mixture as used in the flame spray synthesis for all BSCF batches (refer to Section 4.1. Material Synthesis)
can reach up to 3000 ◦C, while most of the studies in the literature about Co oxidation state and
oxygen vacancies are performed up to around 1200 ◦C [41,42,45,46]. Furthermore, the cooling-down
process in a flame spray synthesis is very fast (�1′000 K·s−1) once the synthesized nanoparticles leave
the flame [27]. This quenching is assumed to be crucial for a higher degree of irreversibility of the
properties of flame-spray-synthesized materials in comparison to a sol-gel method, where the cooling
down is significantly slower and more controlled so that Co can easily oxidize back to a +3 state
accompanied by a decrease in the oxygen vacancy concentration [8,27].

Overall, FSS is a scalable technique which can optimize the production of an oxygen-deficient
BSCF with an improved electrocatalytic activity for the OER. The key for the synthesis optimization is
the three investigated parameters—total metal concentration (CTM) in the precursor solution, flow rate
of the precursor solution (FRPS) and flow rate of the dispersion gas (FRDG). Changes in these parameters
modify the flame condition in a way that allows BSCF production with Co, and partially Fe, in a
lower oxidation state, suggesting a higher oxygen vacancy concentration, which is crucial for its high
OER activity. This study shows that the three investigated FSS parameters can influence not only
the specific surface area, but also have the ability to control the physico-chemical properties as the
oxidation state of the elements in the synthesized materials. An open question is how a possible
A-site deficiency in BSCF influences its OER activity and how this OER activity is affected when this
deficiency is changing, especially in the case of the FRPS and the FRDG, where variations in these
parameters resulted in changes in the amount of Ba- and Sr-based carbonate and nitrate secondary
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phases, which could lead to a different A-site deficiency in BSCF. One of the remaining challenges
in the upscaling process is the ability to produce BSCF not only with partially reduced Co, and thus
with a high oxygen vacancy concentration, but also with a larger SSABET and without any secondary
phases. Moreover, the limitation of a low total metal concentration must be overcome to maximize the
production rate without losing the desired material properties.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Material Synthesis

All BSCF batches were produced with the flame spray synthesis (FSS) setup described in
reference [27]. Stoichiometric amounts of barium carbonate (BaCO3, ≥99.0%, Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs,
Switzerland), strontium nitrate (Sr(NO3)2, ≥98%, Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland), cobalt nitrate
hexahydrate (Co(NO3)2 6H2O, 99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland) and iron nitrate nonahydrate
(Fe(NO3)2 9H2O, ≥98%, Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland) were dissolved in a solvent mixture of
ultrapure water (MicroPure UV, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Reinach, Switzerland) and acetic acid
(AcOH, ≥99.0%, Carl Roth, Arlesheim, Switzerland) with a 75:25 volume ratio to prepare the
Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ (BSCF) precursor solution. The total metal concentration (CTM) in the final
precursor solution was a parameter investigated during this work, studying 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 M. The final
precursor solution was then injected continuously—the flow is free of pulsation—into the spraying
nozzle with the help of a flow-controlled three-piston pump (C-610, Büchi, Flawil, Switzerland).
The flow rate of the precursor solution (FRPS) into the flame was 10, 30 and 50 mL·min−1 for different
syntheses and was also a part of the synthesis parameter investigation. The flame was formed with a
combustion gas mixture of acetylene (99.6%, Carbagas, Liebefeld, Switzerland) and oxygen (99.5%,
Carbagas, Liebefeld, Switzerland) with an individual flow rate of 13 and 17 L·min−1. Additionally,
oxygen (99.5%, Carbagas, Liebefeld, Switzerland) was also used as dispersion gas to form the precursor
solution droplets. The flow rate of the dispersion gas (FRDG) was 25, 35 and 45 L·min−1 for different
syntheses and was the third investigated synthesis parameter. All gas rates were set with a mass flow
controller (Bronkhorst, Aesch, Switzerland). Finally, representative powder samples of around 1 g
were collected with two vacuum pumps (VACFOX VC 50, Rietschle Thomas, Schopfheim, Germany)
on four ashless filter papers (Whatman®, GE Healthcare, Amersham, United Kingdom).

4.2. Material Characterization

Images for the determination of the particle size and structure of the synthesized particles were
acquired with transmission electron microcopy (TEM, JEM-ARM200F NEOARM operated at 200 kV,
JEOL, Tokyo, Japan).

The crystalline phases of the synthesized BSCF batches were characterized using powder X-ray
diffraction (XRD, SmartLab, Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan). The system was equipped with a rotating copper
anode—producing the Cu Kα radiation—and a Cu Kβ filter while the X-ray beam source was
operated at 40 kV and 160 mA. The powder samples were placed for each measurement on a
Si-zero-background holder.

The specific surface area (SSA) of the synthesized BSCF batches were determined by applying
the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) equation on N2 adsorption isotherms (Autosorb-1, Quantachrome
Instruments, Boynton Beach, FL, USA). The SSABET was normalized by the mass of the samples
before the outgassing step. The samples were outgassed for 3 h at 85 ◦C before each measurement.
The measurements were repeated three times for each BSCF batch.

The X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) measurements at the Co K-edge (7709 eV) and Fe
K-edge (7112 eV) were performed at the SuperXAS beamline of the Swiss Light Source (PSI, Villigen,
Switzerland) using the QEXAFS setup [51]. A 2.9 T superbend magnet source provided the beamline
with a polychromatic photon beam. This beam was then collimated using a Si-coated mirror followed
by a channel-cut Si(111) crystal monochromator. Finally, the beam was focused to a spot size of
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1 by 0.2 mm using a Rh-coated toroidal mirror. All spectra were collected in transmission mode—
a linear geometry—by using three 15-cm-long ionization chambers filled with 1 bar of N2 as detectors.
Each sample was always placed between the first and second chamber with simultaneous acquisition of
the Co metal reference foil between the second and third chamber. The XAS samples were pellets made
from the as-synthesized BSCF batches. The same procedure was repeated for measuring standards
out of cobalt(II) oxide (CoO, ≥99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland), cobalt(II,III) oxide (Co3O4,
≥99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland), iron(II) oxide (FeO, 99.7%, Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs,
Switzerland) and iron(III) oxide (Fe2O3, ≥99.995%, Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland) to assign the
Co and Fe oxidation state of the measured BSCF batches. Additionally, a 0.005-mm-thin Co metal foil
(99.9%, GoodFellow, Huntingdon, United Kingdom) was used as reference to calibrate the energy for
all measurements by setting the first maximum of the first derivative of this Co K-edge spectrum to
7709 eV. Both K-edges (Co and Fe) were measured within one scan for all samples. This QEXAFS
setup at the beamline allowed for the collection of around 600 spectra, which were averaged together,
in a data acquisition time of 5 min per sample. The data processing was performed with an in-house
developed software called ProXAS [52].

4.3. Electrochemical Characterisation

The electrocatalytic activity for the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) of the synthesized BSCF
batches was tested in a three-electrode setup using a rotating disc electrode (RDE) [53]. This setup
included a multichannel potentiostat (VMP-300, BioLogic Science Instruments, Seyssinet-Pariset,
France) with impedance spectroscopy (IS) capability, a modulated speed rotator (MSR, Pine Research
Instrumentation, Durham, NC, USA) and a homemade cell out of a halved Nalgene fluorinated
ethylene propylene (FEP) bottle (500 mL, Nalge Nunc International, Rochester, NY, USA) covered
with a Teflon cap. The cell was half-filled with synthetic air (syn air, PanGas AG, Dagmersellen,
Switzerland) saturated daily, freshly prepared 0.1 M potassium hydroxide solution (KOH, 99.99%,
Sigma Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland and ultrapure water (18.2 MΩ·cm (Type I+/I), PURELAB Chorus
1, Elga Veolia, High Wycombe, United Kingdom)). The same electrolyte was used as an internal
solution for the mercury/mercury oxide (Hg/HgO, RE-61AP, ALS, Tokyo, Japan) reference electrode.
All specified potentials in this study are given with respect to the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE)
scale indicated with the unit VRHE. The potential difference of +0.931 V between these two scales was
determined with the calibration of the used reference electrode against a polycrystalline platinum
disc insert (PtPC, 5.0 mm OD (0.196 cm2), Pine Research Instrumentation, Durham, NC, USA) in the
hydrogen-saturated electrolyte (for more details, refer to Figure S5 in the Supplementary Materials).
All electrochemical measurements were performed at room temperature, with a freshly flame-annealed
gold mesh (Gold WOVEN Mesh/Gauze, Advent Research Materials Ltd., Oxford, United Kingdom) as
counter electrode and an RDE speed rate of 900 rpm.

The working electrode was prepared by drop casting 10 µL (2× 5 µL) of a electrocatalyst containing
suspension (2.0 g·L−1) on a freshly polished (0.3 µm and 0.05 µm MicroPolish alumina solution used
on different MicroCloths, Buehler, Lake Bluff, IL, USA) glassy carbon disc insert (GC, SIGRADUR G,
5.0 mm OD (0.2 cm2), HTW GmbH, Thierhaupten, Germany). The electrodes were dried in air with
yielding an electrocatalyst loading of 0.1 mgoxide·cm−2. The suspension was produced by ultrasonically
(30 min, Ultrasonic Cleaner, VWR, Radnor, PA, USA) dispersing 5 mg of the synthesized BSCF batch in
a solution mixture of 2 mL 2-Propanol (IPA, 99.9% (HPLC Plus), Sigma Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland),
0.5 mL ultrapure water (18.2 MΩ·cm (Type I+/I), PURELAB Chorus 1, Elga Veolia, High Wycombe,
United Kingdom) and 10 µL of Na+-exchanged Nafion (NaOH, 99.99% and Nafion® perfluorinated
resin solution, 5 wt % in lower aliphatic alcohols and water, contains 15–20% water, Sigma Aldrich,
Buchs, Switzerland) [54].

The electrochemical protocol for determining the OER activity for the different synthesized BSCF
batches included cyclic voltammetry (CV) between 1.0 and 1.7 VRHE (25 times) at a scan rate of
10 mV·s−1 to reach a steady-state of the increasing electrochemical surface area of the electrocatalysts
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followed by chronoamperometric (CA) measurements. The steady-state current at 15 potential steps
between 1.3 and 1.7 VRHE was measured while holding each potential for 30 s. This steady-state
current in the linear range was then plotted in a Tafel figure to determine the OER activity for the
different synthesized BSCF batches. Three IS measurements were performed during this protocol,
one at 1.2 VRHE before the CV and two at 1.2 and 1.4 VRHE after the CA measurements to determine
the ionic resistance of the setup. Therefore, all applied potentials were corrected by the ohmic drop
indicated in this study as EIR-free. The current itself was normalized by the total mass (goxide = 20 µg)
of the samples used during the experiment and is indicated as J in this article. Each measurement was
repeated three times using two different freshly prepared electrocatalyst containing suspensions on
two different days.

5. Conclusions

A systematic study was carried out to reveal the influence of the total metal concentration
(CTM) in the precursor solution, the flow rate of the precursor solution (FRPS) and the flow rate
of the dispersion gas (FRDG) as flame spray synthesis (FSS) parameters on the oxygen evolution
reaction (OER) activity of Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ (BSCF). The parameters were varied for each
synthesis—seven in total—having three BSCF batches for each parameter investigation with one in
common. The successful formation of BSCF was verified with X-ray diffraction (XRD) for each set of
parameters. This study reveals that—in comparison to CTM—the FRPS and FRDG have a significant
influence on the formation of secondary phases—mostly Ba- and Sr-based carbonates and nitrates—
as well as on the specific surface area (SSABET). A higher FRPS and a lower FRDG produces larger
precursor solution droplets which enhances the probability of an incomplete decomposition of metal
ion precipitations, and thus the formation of secondary phases. Moreover, a higher FRPS and a lower
FRDG increases the high-temperature particle residence time (HTPRT) which leads to the formation of
larger particles (lower SSABET). Furthermore, the study reveals that all three parameters have a direct
influence on the OER activity of BSCF as well as on the Co—and to a smaller extent Fe—oxidation state
in BSCF. A lower CTM, a higher FRPS and a lower FRDG produces BSCF with a higher OER activity,
with Co and Fe in a lower oxidation state. The similar trend of the Co and Fe oxidation state leads to
the suggestion that the synthesis parameters can also control the oxygen vacancy concentration in
BSCF. These trends confirm the hypothesis that the OER activity of BSCF is directly controlled over the
initial oxidation state of Co and Fe together with the oxygen vacancy concentration. A more oxygen
deficient BSCF can interact more strongly with the electrolyte to form a self-assembled and superficial
oxy (hydroxide) layer (the active surface of this electrocatalyst) through the lattice OER (LOER)/OER
process. The origin of the controllability of the Co and Fe oxidation state, and with that on the oxygen
vacancy concentration, through the synthesis parameters lies again in the HTPRT and in the oxygen
partial pressure. A longer HTPRT and a lower oxygen partial pressure, achieved with a lower CTM,
a higher FRPS and a lower FRDG, lead to the production of a more oxygen-deficient BSCF with Co,
and partially Fe, in a lower oxidation state. Therefore, all three parameters directly influence the flame
condition and thus the properties of the synthesized BSCF. The conclusions about the effect of these
three synthesis parameters on the properties of BSCF as an OER active material can help a successful
scale-up by maximizing the production rate without losing its electrocatalytic activity.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4344/10/9/984/s1,
Figure S1: Transmission electron microcopy (TEM) images of the common BSCF batch, Figure S2: Comparison of
the X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of the common BSCF batch with BSCF and possible secondary phase references,
Figure S3: All aligned Co K-edge X-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy (XANES) spectra of the Co metal
reference foil measured simultaneously with the samples and standards at the Co K-edge, Figure S4: Comparison
of Fe K-edge XANES spectra of the as-synthesized Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ (BSCF) batches, Figure S5: Recorded
cyclic voltammograms (CVs) of a polycrystalline platinum disc insert (PtPC) for the reference electrode calibration
in a 0.1 M potassium hydroxide (KOH) solution.
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